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Music for Dogs and Cats for calm and well being 10 MP3 Songs in this album (53:29) ! Related styles:

NEW AGE: Energy Healing, CLASSICAL: Mozart People who are interested in Enya John Williams

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart should consider this download. Details: Relaxation Music for My Pet and Me

Volume 3 is specifically recorded for you and your pet. You can play this music with repeatable results to

calm and soothe the environment for relaxation time together. 	No jarring volumes to stimulate alert

reactions in your pet 	No sub-low and ultra-high frequencies that may agitate dog and cat hearing

sensitivities 	Gentle music orchestrations that creates a soothing environment for pets and people An

expert in the field of pet relaxation, composer, researcher and author, Janet Marlow appears frequently

on Animal Planet and is the creator of the Relaxation Music CD series for dogs, cats and horses. She is

also the author of Zen Dog: Music and Massage for a Stress Free Pet (Barnes  Noble). Cover Photo of

Magic Tree House  Author, Mary Pope Osborne with her dogs, Joey, Mr. Bezo and Little Bear Photo

Courtesy of Will Osborne All compositions by Janet Marlow All Rights Reserved 2009 Janet Marlow

Music LLC- BMI, Library of Congress musicforpetsandpeople.com Relaxation Music for My Pet and Me

has been composed and recorded by a specific process for you and your pet. Sub-low, ultra-high

frequencies and jarring volumes can cause stress in dogs, cats and humans and therefore have been

modified in this recording. The gentle orchestrations offer soothing music for the environment of a

relaxing listening experience for your pet and you. You can also play this CD for your pet when they are

home alone to calm separation anxieties. Tr 1. Time for Us 4:24 Tr 2. Our Favorite Place 3:45 Tr 3. Purrs

and Sighs 5:09 Tr 4. Close to You 4:13 Tr 5. Drifting Dreams 7:08 Tr 6. Relaxation 5:59 Tr 7. Breathing

Together 4:36 Tr 8. Touches and Talk 7:32 Tr 9. Your Sweet Eyes 5:18 Tr10. Stretch and Go 5:19 Total

time: 53 min. Janet Marlow's understanding of the effects of the language of music comes from being an

acclaimed musician and concert performer. Her research on music for animals and CD series has proven

success of putting animals at easeacoustically and scientifically through her designed music. Her vast

knowledge has established her as an international expert in the pet field. For more Janet Marlow

Relaxation Music Pet Products please visit: musicforpetsandpeople.com
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